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Start by removing the tallest building
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Get the lighting parts and take the blue 1x8 lighting plates out
*The plate which connect to the white parts would be for the bottom, the end side
would be for the top level
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Detach the top 1/3 part of the building, and remove the 3rd 1x8 plate counting from 
the top, take away the 1x2 plates attached to it 
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Replace the spot of the removed plate by the end lighting plate, then 
restore the removed parts 
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The remain wires would be put behind of the building
Remember the side with light face the front, wire face behind



Then do the similar step for the middle level, replace the lighting plate to the 3rd

blue plate counting from top
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Then do the same thing for the bottom level

It’s not necessary but if you wanna make it looks better, you may hide the wires
in between the studs and cover by the 2x4 tiles like this
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The installation for the tall building is finished

Put the building back to the place and head to the next step
Turn around the model, remove the 2x2 white plates from the surface of the circle area
Then remain the shown parts to put them on the lighting 2x2 plates
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Assemble the lighting plates to the building, for the wire clean up an area for it to
settle at the corner 

After that you may put the small part back
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The 2x4 lighting plate next to it will be used to replace the 2x4 plate by switching the 
parts attached, remove the shown parts to make some space for assembling



For the lighting 1x2 next would be used to replace one of the 1x2 from the little square
part

Restore them and remove the 1x2 plates and 2x4 tile from the entrance
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The rest 2 lighting 1x2 plates would be placed on the shown position to replace the 
bottom place of those 5 plates

Restore it after the installaion
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Back the remain lighting parts, take the 1x3 and 3pcs of 1x1 lighting plates to 
replace the one at the shown positions

Then put on the removed parts back
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At last, move the last lighting plates to the shown building and replace the white plates
which were the base of the building
Parts in red circle better be moved to give space for the wires go though

Restore the removed parts to make the building back to shape
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Now it’s done
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